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Why Next Generation? – Selling Perspective 

Why is selling different today than five to ten years ago – perspective. Traditional sales 

approaches were all about the seller and today’s are all about the buyer. Today’s buyer 

perspective sales approach is designed to create positive buying experiences for the customer 

and positive sales outcomes for the seller. Outlined here is a comparison of the two different 

types of sales approaches beginning with a general definition of selling.   

 

The First Generation - The Traditional Seller Experience (Perspective) Selling 

We have labeled first generation of selling as the traditional “Seller Perspective” approach.  It 

is called traditional because the majority of traditional sellers approached the market and 

individual buyers from this perspective.  It is called seller perspective because it embraces 

many of the traditional selling theories and practices that have been utilized for decades in 

selling products and services and not solutions. In a seller-responsive selling cycle, each 

buyer is considered to be identical, and the seller utilizes active control over the selection 

process and decision elements, forcing the buyer to come to a decision. As you can see from 

the brief description below, this selling philosophy focus on the seller and making the sale and 

not on the buyer making a good decision.  

 

DEFINITION: SELLER-PERSPECTIVE SELLING 

"The seller does everything that he can to make the sale" 

 

The key characteristics of the seller perspective selling philosophy listed here require the 

buyer to .  .  .   

 Step into the seller's world (An inward-focused seller driven by a NEED to sell) 

 Define his/her own selection process. 

 Build his/her own system specifications. 

 Learn Telecom industry and system terms and abbreviations. 

 Learn hundreds of confusing features. 

 Isolate his/her own needs and buying objectives 

 Convert all of the features to benefits 

 Isolate your product from all of the others 

 Establish his/her own value for your system 

 Build his/her own desire for your system 

 Invest his/her hard-earned capital in a system. 

 Other: 
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First Generation - The Manipulative Seller Style 

We will also label the first generation selling style as the traditional “manipulative” style.  Again 

we have labeled this traditional because although it has a negative connotation, for years this 

was the typical style of many individual sellers.  Not to be perceived as improper, this style 

was predominantly used throughout the industrial age and into the digital age to sell products 

and services to businesses. We have labeled this style manipulative because it supports the 

traditional “seller perspective” selling philosophy that focused on the seller doing everything 

that he/she can do to make the sale. Many of the traditional selling approaches and much of 

the legacy sales training that was developed over the years was based on this selling style 

which has these basic characteristics.  

 Often makes the sale 

 Delivers questionable satisfaction 

 Attempts to mold the buyer to his product or service 

 Often uses incentives (discounts, etc.) to force the sale before its time 

 Is impersonal and is only looking for the short-term sale 

 Is non-responsive and insensitive to the buyer 

 Usually generates many objections 

 Is trained to overcome those objections 

 Drives the sale with feature-menu selling techniques 

(Deductive selling messages) 

 Utilizes a vendor or seller-perspective approach 

 Executes a seller-focused selling plan designed to get the sale 

 Other traits 
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Next Generation - Today's Buyer Experience (Perspective) Selling 

In today’s highly competitive sales arena driven by a new consumer awareness and demand for 

choices, a new type of seller perspective in required.  Next generation selling embraces a 

“Buyer-perspective” sales approach. Any kind of selling in today’s marketplace requires a new 

perspective on the buying and selling process that embraces each buyer as being different. The 

seller must utilize passive control (involvement) over the selection process and decision 

elements to support the buyer in a safe and sound decision.  Success in today’s highly 

competitive marketplace requires a new king of selling perspective described below.  

 

DEFINITION: BUYER -PERSPECTIVE SELLING 

"The seller does everything that he/she can to help the 

buyer make a safe and sound decision to select his offering." 

Become an ally not an opponent 

 

Listed here are the key characteristics of the new buyer perspective selling approach which 

place more of the selling responsibility on the seller to .  .  .   

 Enter the buyer's world (An outward-focused seller driven by the DESIRE to sell) 

 Share with him/her an effective selection process. 

 Jointly build a viable system specification. 

 Learn and speak in business terms and the buyer's language 

 Create and uncover buying objectives 

 Package the company's offering to meet the buyer's objectives 

 Convert his offering from hardware and features to tangible benefits 

 Isolate his/her offering from the other vendors 

 Clearly establish a tangible value for his offering 

 Build buyer desire and create conviction through effective presentations and 

demonstrations. 

 Earn the buyer's business and investment. 
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Next Generation - Non-Manipulative Seller Style  

As with the buyer perspective selling philosophy outlined earlier in this section, today’s new 

marketplace and maturing buyer requires a new “non-manipulative” selling style. It is labeled 

non-manipulative because it supports the “buyer perspective” selling philosophy which focus 

selling effort on the buyer making a safe and sound decision to buy your offering. Although the 

seller perspective selling philosophy clearly states that the seller utilizes passive control, this 

selling style is non-manipulative because it clearly allows the buyer to drive the sale and the 

seller simply manages the selling cycle through the deployment of buyer support tools, 

materials, and suggestions.  While traditional product sales was typically supported by a seller 

perspective selling philosophy and a manipulative selling style, today’s solution sales is 

supported by the buyer perspective selling philosophy and the non-manipulative selling style 

described below.  

 

 Often makes the sale 

 Consistently creates buyer satisfaction 

 Is looking to mold or match his product to the buyer (Shape buying objectives) 

 Relies on building excitement and desire to move the sale along 

 Is interpersonal, and is looking for a long term buyer relationship 

 Is responsive and sensitive to both his company and the buyer 

 Sometimes generates buyer resistance 

 Learns to deal with resistance effectively not just overcome objections 

 Drives the sale with benefit-package selling techniques 

(Inductive sales messages) 

 Sells from a buyer-perspective selling philosophy and attitude 

(Designed to help the buyer to make a safe decision to buy your offering) 

 Executes a buyer-focused selling plan 

(Aligned with buying process) 

 Other:  
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